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ABSTRACT

This study Investigated the effect of Inquiry based mental
mathematics compared to traditional mental mathematics, with
respect to the performance and attitudes of a sample of year four
children. Using a quasi experimental non-equivalent control group
design, and applying a t test for non-Independent samples, It was
found that after an eight week period, the Inquiry based mental
mathematics group achieved significantly higher scores on a
mental mathematics test, and showed a more Improved attitude
toward mental mathematics than the traditional group. Qualitative
analyses of attempts to create calculations to make a given
number, revealed that the Inquiry based group had a larger range of
strategies to draw on, and could more successfully apply them. It
was concluded that Inquiry based mental mathematics was more
effective In achieving success with

basic number facts,

developing a range of thlnl(lng strategies to solve mental problems
and In engendering a positive attitude toward mental mathematics.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of two
approaches to mental mathematics Instruction; an inquiry based
Instruction and traditional Instruction, with respect to the
performance In and attitudes toward, mental mathematics of year
four ch II dren.

The inquiry based Instruction focused on the development of
thinking strategies In order to solve baste fact problems and their
extensions. It was also largely undertaken orally, with minimal
writing.

The traditional Instruction reflected what the teacher

regularly undertook as mental mathematics In the classroom and
this usually consisted of a series of short one-step questions, as
can be found In most mental mathematics texts.
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1.2
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Results from this study should further add to the growing bank of
theory and research which has focussed on the development of
thinking strategies In mental computation.

Whilst many studies

allude to the advantages to be gained from the development of
Inquiry based thinking in mental mathematics, few studies have
systematically applied this method of teaching with a view to
comparing Its

effect with the methods currently employed by

teachers.
The outcomes of this Investigation Into comparing two approaches
to mental mathematics shOuld provide researchers with data on the
effectiveness of Inquiry based mental mathematics.

They may

clarify the sorts of activities which lend themselves to the
development of thinking strategies In mental computation. Recent
research Into approaches to teaching mental computation should be
confirmed. Different modes of assessment In mental computation
could be suggested.
Perhaps the most significant benefit, however, may lie with the
classroom teacher who should see the benefits of an Inquiry
approach to mental computation and recognise the relative ease
with which a change from text book exercises to thinking and
discussion exercises can be made. Teachers will be provided with
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Information regarding the tyoes of activities which underpin this
process approach to learning and Ideas on forms or assessment and
monitoring. Such Information will enable teachers to more closely
link what they are teaching with what they are assessing. This
will overcome an anomaly for many, who recognise what It Is that
should be taught, but who have been exposed to no other strategy
for teaching mental mathematics except the use of testing as a
form of teaching.

Mathematics educators such as Cockcroft ( 1982), Mcintosh ( 1990),
Willis (1990) and others, value the inquiry approach over the
traditional approach to teaching mental mathematics, and have
Indicated the weaknesses of the traditional approach. This study
will lend support to those mathematics educators regarding the
current beliefs about mathematics and learning.

1.3

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

Mental mathematics Is experiencing a resurgence In popularity,
with educators recognising the value of developing 'In-head'
thinking strategies as one of the most vital life skills In
mathematics CCockcroft, 1982; R. E. Reys, 1984).

Research

undertaken to reveal the sorts of strategies and estimation
techniques that adults use In order to solve their da1ly problems is
making little impact on the type of mental mathematics currently
pursued In schools CR. E. Reys, 1984, p.548l.
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Mental mathematics Is not neglected In schools. It Is, however,
undertaken as a side dish to the general course of written
algorithms In mathematics. It Is a form of mathematics In which
speed and accuracy are enco,uraged, and In which the method of
solution Is rarely discussed ( Cockcroft, 1982; Plunkett, 1979). As
a consequence, many children attempt to solve mental mathematics
problems using the commonly taught written algorithms.

This

approach does little to develop thinking strategies, number sense,
or foster problem solving, which are being viewed as the aims of
mental mathematics (Cockcroft, 1982; Curriculum Branch, 1989;
NCTM, 1980).

The concern expressed In the Cockcroft Report

( 1982), and other documents (NCTM, 1980) is that this form of
mental mathematics is contrary to the development of independent,
numerically functional adults, as it fosters passivity and hinders
creativity.

Research Into the effects of this type of mental

mathematics reveals that children adhere to written algorithm
approaches with such ritualistic fervour that commonsense often
falls to prevail

(see Plunkett's description of "calculative

monomania", 1979, p.3) and, as a result, any potential awareness of
alternative mental methods Is curtailed.

Alternatives to the traditional or regular mental mathematics diet
have been extensively researched by many mathematics educators,
(Carraher, Carraher and Schllemann, 1987; Flourney 1954, 1959;
Smith, 1989; Thornton and Smith, 1988). The research Indicates a
common theme, In which the development of thinking strategies is
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fostered through the discussion

or different ways to solve mental

problems. This approach to mental mathematics, It Is believed,
will lead to many educational benefits for the children. First, In
contrast to the belief of many teachers, the development of
successful mental strategies (sometimes referred to as 'mental
algorithms') will

become a sound prerequisite

for written

algorithms. Secondly, as the children own the mental strategies
that they employ, they develop greater understandings of number
relations. Thirdly, the students devise their own methods for
solving problems, which encourages creativity and fosters growth
of their own understandings. Finally, the development of mental
computational skills Is necessary for estimation skills, an area
which has been Identified as a very Important life skill (Cockcroft
1982, p.76),

1.4
DEFINITION OF TERMS

INQUIRY BASED APPROACH TO MENTAL MATHEMATICS- This term Is
usea to describe an approach to mental mathematics in which the
children discuss

the strategies

they use to solve

me~tal

computations, solve problems through cooperative Investigation,
and are exposed to a wide variety of strategies for solving mental
computations.

MENTAL MATHEMATICS- This term describes the mathematics that
Is performed 'In the head' as opposed to being solved with paper and
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pencil or a calculator.

STRATEGY - This term In this context describes an 'In-head'
process for solving mental problem. Different numbers and number
problems will often require different strategies and will often
require synthesising several strategies In more complex mental
problems.

TRADITIONAL MENTAL MATHEMATICS - This term describes the
existing mental mathematics In most classrooms, which typically
consists of drill and practice. The practice normally consists of
twenty or so one-step problems, often from a mental mathematics
text book. This approach stresses speed and accuracy.

1.5

STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS

A great dea I of research and theory has been generated about how
the learning of mental computation can be Improved in children.
These studies appear to Indicate a direct relationship between
understanding In mental mathematics and an Inquiry approach to
the learning of methods In mental computation. With children not
being under the pressure

of time to perform In mental

mathematics, and not being constantly assessed <as In the case of
traditional

mental

mathematics),

the enjoyment

of

mental

computation would presumably be greater, although little research
has been directed toward this end.
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It Is hypothesised that year rour children who participate In
Inquiry based Instruction In mental mathematics will display
greater competence In mental mathematics than children who
participate In traditional mental mathematics.

It Is also

hypothesised that children who participate In Inquiry based mental
mathematics will have a more positive attitude toward mental
mathematics

than

children

who

participate

In

traditional

Instruction In menlcal mathematics.

1.6
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purpose of this study will be to Investigate the effect of
Inquiry based methods versus traditional methods of mental
mathematics on the performance of children and their attitudes to
mental mathematics.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. Compared with children engaged In a traditional approach, does
an Inquiry based approach to Instruction In mental mathematics
Improve the mental mathematics skills of children?
2. Does an Inquiry based approach to Instruction In mental
mathematics significantly alter the attitudes of children compared
to those engaged In a traditional approach?
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3. Do the children engaged In an Inquiry based approach to mental
mathematics have a wider range of strategies for solv1ng mental
computations than children In a traditional mental mathematics
class?

MINOR QUESTIONS

1. Can chlldren from an inquiry based mental mathematics class

generate a wider range of ways for expressing a specific number
than children In a traditional mental mathematics class?

2. Do the teachers feel confident to use the package produced by
Mcintosh et al (1991) as a large part of their mental
program?

mathem~tlcs
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CHAPTER 11
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

1.0
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section Is to review research into the approaches
or Instruction In mental mathematics and on the development of
thinking strategies for mental computation. The review examines
findings of research Into how children solve mental computation
problems

and how

classroom

teaching

can

facilitate

the

development of mental computation strategies and skills. It also
provides a basis for a study which aims to investigate mental
computation development by participation in an Inquiry based
mental mathematics program and to investigate possible affective
outcomes, namely the attitudes of children who have participated
In this approach to mental mathematics contrasted to the attitudes
of children who have had a more traditional approach to mental
mathematics.
The discussion Is divided Into five sections:

1. The current state of mental mathematics in schools.

',,
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2. What competent mental calculators do.

3. Developing mental computation sk11ls In children.

4. Characteristics

of an Inquiry based approach to mental

mathematics.

5. Summary.

2.0
THE CURRENT STATE OF MENTAL MATHEMATICS IN SCHOOLS

In mental mathematics, the fac1llty to deal with mathematics
mentally Is often referred to as mental computation.

"Mental

computation refers to doing computation "In one's head". Usually
the solver has no access to paper and penc11,"

(Sowder, 1990,

p.18).

Mental computation has received growing Interest from major
mathematics bodies such as the N.C.T.M. C1980), universities and
state education systems (Curriculum Branch, 1989).

One of the

significant reasons for the attention on the development of mental
computation sk1lls has been the perceived failure of existing
methods of Instruction In mental mathematics in equipping
students with the necessary skills to become

functionally

numerate citizens, (Carraher and Schllemann, 1985; Hope, 1986;
NCTM, 1980; R.E. Reys, 1984 ). Mental computation has been viewed
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as one of the most significant life skills In mathematics that
children will need now and In the future (Mcintosh, 1990) and as
such, educators suggest that It needs to be Incorporated In the
mathematics programs of all children.

Many schools do have some mental

mathematics In their

mathematics programs but, as Maler <1980J and others suggest, the
sort of mental mathematics practised In schools is not appropriate
for the development of mental computation.

The sort of mental

mathematics typically occurring In schools differs significantly
from the sort of mental mathematics that Baroody ( 1985), Hope
<1986),

Maler < 1980) and Mel ntosh et al ( 1991 J view as Integral to

the development of Independent thinking strategies and active
problem

solving

In

mental

computation.

School

mental

mathematics has generally followed a traditional philosophy of
dr111 and practice "because drill theory assumed that adults
retrieved number facts from associative memory, the goal and
method of Instruction were clear ... Such links or associations are
strengthened largely by means of repetition" <Baroody, 1985, p.84).
Despite research as early as 1935 (Brownell), which emphasised
that

children should engage

In

mathematics

as

they

are

developmentally ready for it and should develop their own
meaningful strategies for solving mental problems, many teachers
st111 engage In da11y 'dr111 and practice' mental mathematics (Hope,
1986).
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More than five decades on from Brownell <1935), the situation is
.

largely unaltered.

R.E. Reys (1985) reviewed the results or the

Third National Mathematics Assessment in the United States, In
the orally given mental computation exercises.

He found, in a

survey of preferred methods of thirteen year old children, that
they did not see when mental computation was appropriate to use,
and that most Indicated that they would solve sums such as " 4 X
99, 945 X 1000, 2800/40" (R.E. Reys 1985, p.l5) with pencil and
paper or a calculator. Similarly the performances on the mental
computation problems, according to R.E. Reys < 1985), were quite
low for the range of age groups tested.

Whilst some research has shown what can be achieved with a
different approach to mental computat10n (R. E. Reys, 1984; Sowder
and Sowder, 1981; Thornton and Smith, 1988) little appears to
have filtered back to the mainstream teacher either in terms of a
package, in-service or college pre-service education. At least this
Is the view expressed by R. E. Reys ( 1984) and B.J. Reys ( 1985),
who make suggestions for changing the curriculum.

In Western Australia moves are afoot to alter the image of mental
mathematics, as some in-servicing on the new mathematics
syllabus (Curriculum Branch, 1989) Indicated. Other Initiatives,
such as First Steps, have produced a document on mental
mathematics (Mental Mathematics Module, n.d.l, and Edith Cowan
University has been trialllng packages of mental mathematics
activities (Mcintosh et al,

1991 ). Both of those documents
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mentioned above, offer an Investigative approach to mental
mathematics, as supported by recent research. This emphasis on
mental mathematics may act to alter the existing pattern of
mental mathematics activities currently undertaken In schools.

3.0
WHAT COMPETENT MENTAL CALCULATORS DO

Disappointment regarding the mental calculation skills of children
(Cockcroft, 1982; NCTM, I 980; R. E. Reys, 1985) prompted an
Interest In what approach would lead to the development of mental
computation skills. ''Many children and adults cannot perform even
the most straightforward calculations mentally. For example, 45%
of the 17-year-olds sampled by the Third National Mathematics
Assessment were unable to multiply 90 and 70 'in the head' ,"(Hope
and Sherrill, 1987, p. 98).

In order to determine what would be the appropriate content and
method for teaching mental computation, several researchers
looked at what a competent mental calculator was, and what he or
she could do (Hope, 1987; Hope and Sherrill, 1987; Reys, Bestgen,
Rybolt and Wyatt,

1982). The idea was to determine what

calculation methods and strategies efficient mental calculators
used, what was their ability to recall basic facts and numerical
equivalents, and how could this knowledge be used to help children
become more competent In mental computation.

,

--'
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In Hope's <1987) examination of the mental prowess of a thirteen

year old girl, he discovered that she employed a Wide range of
strategies and techniques when working with numbers.

For

example, In multiplying she used factorisation, distribution and
recollection of facts <Hope, 1987, p.334).

The use of number

patterns played a crucial role in fac1Jitating her selection of
strategies to solve mental problems. SimHar results were found
by Hope and Sherrill ( 1987) in their analysis of sk111ed and
unskilled mental calculators.

What became increasingly evident In a large number of these
studies was that efficient mental calculation was necessarily
different from the

written algorithm form, the mainstay of

mathematics In schools. It was also found that unskilled mental
calculators often applied the written algorithm to solve a mental
problem, and, when they did use It, often gave the wrong answers
(Carraher and Schliemann, 1985; Hope and Sherr111, 1987).

The studies mentioned above derived slmHar conclusions about how
efficient mental calculators operated. A summary of the literature
(Aze, 1988; Carraher and Schllemann, 1985; Hope and Sherrill,
1987; Plunkett, 1979) on the approaches used by efficient mental
calculators suggests that efficient mental calculators:

1.

work on problems so as to render ·carrying· an unnecessary

strategy.
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2. operate In a left to right direction, which Is opposite to the
direction In most written algorithms.

3. maintain a running total by adding In t11e partial products as
they work through the problem.
4. develop unique strategies for different sorts of problems and
different types or numbers.

5. usually have more than one way available to them to solve a
problem.

6. have an understanding of the processes and operations they are
performing as they are doing a mental calculation.

Hope's C1987) and Carraher and Schllemann's C1985) studies
suggested that too much emphasis on the written algorithm in
schools may prevent the development of mental algorithms.
Examining the strategies of competent mental calculators led the
researchers to make suggestions for Instruction In mental
computation and the Ideas and suggestions were similar to Hope's
(1987, p.340-341J "children should be encouraged to look for
calculation shortcuts and to use paper and pencil or calculator only
when absolutely necessary.

They should be encouraged to use

mental methods to abbreviate their written calculations whenever
possible."
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4.0
DEVELOPING MENTAL COMPUTATION SKILLS IN CHILDREN

Clearly established goals that have been expressed In papers and
documents such as In the Agenda for Action ( 1980), Cockcroft
Report ( 1982) and Western Austral fa's Learning Mathematics
Syllabus

(Curriculum

Branch,

1989),

reveal

that

mental

computation should take on more importance In schools. The nature
of the mental computation program which they refer to Is generally
based on some of the Ideas expressed by Cockcroft <1982, p. 75),
Although many pupils come to realise by themselves
that methods which may be convenient on paper are
often not well suited to use 'in their heads', we believe
that In the case of many other pupils It Is necessary
for the teacher to point this out explicitly and to
discuss at length the .variety of methods which It Is
possible to use.

This knowledge has not been the domain of recent research only.
Flournoy ( 1954J showed how some students used a varl ety of
strategies to solve problems mentally, some of which were;
operating from left to right and keeping a running total.
1959,

Flournoy

In

made some recommendations for mental

arithmetic Instruction, which are similar to the recommendations
of current major mathematics educators (Hope, 1987).

-------------

--
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The efficient thinking strategies revealed by research have been
round not to be Idiosyncratic to specific cultures, but applicable
worldwide.

The sorts of strategies universally used have been

llsted and explained In Baker and Baker (1991, p.11 ), Carpenter and
Moser C1984, p.178-179l, Mcintosh et al C1991, p.21 land Thornton
and Smith C1988, p.8l. The sorts of strategies referred to can be
best Illustrated as follows.

There are several ways to solve a

basic addition fact such as 7 + 9. The following ways In which
this can be solved, generally Illustrate an Increasing level of
competence with number:
1. A common

way to solve this, especially with young children, Is

to count all of the addends, starting with I, such as I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, and to count on 9 more.

2. Another solution Is to count on from the first addend, that is
start at 7, and then count on 9 more.

3.

A slightly more advanced strategy Is to count on from the

largest addend (In this case It would be 9), and then count on 7
more.

4.

Another strategy Is the use of a known fact such as the

knowledge of doubles, !Ike 9 • 9, from which the child would then
subtract 2 at the end to compensate. or he may look for a double
close to both numbers such as (7+ 1l * (9-1 l, that Is 8 + 8.
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5. Another strategy, commonly known as 'bridging 10', Involves the
child looking for a way to make 1o so that the addition Is then
relatively easler. For example, the child may make 7 + 9, be 7 • 3 +
6, which Is for many children an easier sum to solve.
In a three-year longitudinal study of the natural development of
mental computation skills In children by Carpenter and Moser
( 1984), It was found that children did progress through stages such
as In the previous example.

It was suggested that some time

should be spent helping children develop efficient thinking
strategies withOut undermining their natural development.

As a

slight contrast, Thornton and Smith ( 1988) undertook a study to
explore a more direct Instruction

~pproach

to the development of

efficient mental strategies In a year one class. Compared to the
control class, the experimental class performed at a higher level in
solving basic facts, and employed a wider range of more efficient
mental strategies.
What Is clear In the Ideas of Aze ( 1988), Carpenter and Moser
(1984), Maler (1980), Plunkett (1979) and Thornton and Smith
(1988), Is that some Instruction Is clearly necessary to facilitate
the development of a range of mental strategies, and that It should
build upon what the children can do and coincide with Improved
understanding of number, number patterns and relations.

···-~--·--------------.-
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5.0
CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INQUIRY BASED APPROACH TO MENTAL
MATHEMATICS

Inquiry based mental mathernatlcs is largely concerned with the
development of thinking strategies through discussion and the
active participation of all pupils.

Research by Baker and Baker

( 1991 ), Carpenter and Moser ( 1984), Mel ntosh et al <1991 ),
Spanswlck (1982) and ThOrnton and Smith (1988) confirms the
effectiveness of an Investigative approach to solving mental
computations and elaborates on the thinking strategies teachers
should develop In children "this strategies approach not only
contributes much to students' understanding of subtraction but
also boosts their understandings of mathematics In general,"
<Thornton and Smith, 1988, p.12l. The demands of later life will
differ significantly from much of the school mathematics
currently on offer (NCTM, 1980).

Skills and strategies such as

being able to decide when to estimate and when to calculate

exactly, being able to recall basic facts, being able to selectively
try known strategies for solving problems are the sorts of
abilities children w111 need <NCTM, 1980).

Research actually conducted In the classroom, supports an inquiry
based approach to the teaching of mental mathematics ( see Baker
and Baker, 1991; Mcintosh et al, 1991; and Thornton and Smith,
1988). common to all approaches was getting children to explain
how they solved simple mental computations. This elicitation of
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responses revealed the myriad of strategies children were
employing, and led to the focus for several other successive
sessions. The suggestion of Mcintosh et a1 (1991) Is not to force
children to learn new strategies, but to expose them to them, and
to foster activities in which the understanding of number is
broadened so that the understanding underpinning another strategy
becomes apparent.

The sharing of strategies and approaches used in mental
computations Is to build up understandings about number and
number relations, to encourage children to make links In their
minds so that learning

is meaning based. Skemp ( 1976) refers

to this as 'relational understanding' Which contrasts with the more
common approach of presenting children with rules and procedures,
as in a more traditional approach to mathematics.

The results of another study comparing two approaches to the
teaching of mathematics (Worthen 1968); expository teaching
versus discovery teaching, indicated that the learning of rules and
procedures as in an expository approach, Is effective for learning
to be short term and to be or Immediate use, however for learning
to be long term, and to be able to transfer across to new
situations, an Inquiry based approach Is more effective.
Cockcroft ( 1982) and Willis ( 1990) suggest that society does not
merely want children to learn the 'basic facts', but to have long
term understanding, and skills which enable them to go on solving
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problems outside of schOol and school texts. "Employers regard the
abflfty to think logically and solve problems as

very

Important,"

(Ransley, 1980, p.1 OJ.

6.0
SUMMARY

Maler ( 1980) suggests that teachers should capitalise on what
children and adults do in the real world and take their examples In
mental mathematics from there.

Rathmell ( 1981 J and Cockcroft

( 1982) suggest that the teaching of mental mathematics ought to
focus on

the strategies that children bring with them to the

learning environment, and should help them develop efficient
strategies for computing mental problems. Mcintosh (1990), who
has undertaken

considerable

work

In the

area

of

mental

mathematics Is In accord with the current perspective of mental
mathematics and states that:

Mental computation Is the foremost computational
skf11 used In society, and Is also the mechanism most
read! ly avaf1able for the understanding of how numbers
behave In general; as a consequence mental arithmetic
which Includes estimation, should be at the forefront
of computational work In schools.
(Mcintosh, 1990, p.37l

,•
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From the available research 1n mental mathematics, It would
appear that an Inquiry based approach to learning mental
mathematics, with the emphasis on the discussion of and learning
of strategies, Is the most favoured approach. What this approach
should actually constitute and how It should be Implemented has
been the subject of several research studies. Few research studies
have contrasted

this approach

to

the traditional

mental

mathematics, to determine Its effectiveness, and Indeed Cockcroft
( 1982) recommends that further study be undertaken in the area of
mental mathematics and approaches to the teaching of lt.
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CHAPTER Ill

METHOD

3.1

DESIGN

The design util1sed in this study was the quasi-experimental nonequivalent control

group design,

as random assignment of

participants to classes was not possible. This design was selected
because it controlled for many sources of invalidity and because it
was not feasible to randomly select participants. The treatment
was randomly assigned. This design also gives information on the
. children's mental mathematical performance at the start of the
study.

The Jack of random assignment of subjects to groups meant there
would be sources of possible invalidity. These possible sources
were; possible regression and interaction between selection and
variables such as maturation, history and testing.

Maturation

refers to physical or mental changes which may occur to subjects
over time. This appeared not to be a major impediment to the
validity or the study, as both groups being year four classes, with
the same general age range, were equally affected by this
possiblity. The eight week duration of the experiment may also

..

--~·----------
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have been too short ror maturation to be a problem. History,
which refers to any event not part or the experimental design
which occurs and which may arrect performance on the dependent
variable, could have been a possible source of Invalidity.

For

example, one school might have run a competition In mental
mathematics or baste multiplication facts, which would have
affected performance In mental mathematics of the children.
History did not pose a problem to the research design as neither
class participated In an event which could have affected their
mental mathematics performance.

Testing,

that Is subjects

having Improved scores on a posttest because of having taken a
pretest, was minimised due to the time difference of eight weeks
between the pretest and posttest, and also because an equivalent
form of the test was given.

Another component of the design was qualitative analysis.
Informal Interviews of six children from each class were
conducted before and after the experiment. The Interviews were
used to analyse the strategies children used to work out the
solutions to four mental problems which they correctly solved.
The problems were representative samples of the four operations,
In the numerical only section of the tests. Each child from each
class was asked to generate as many ways that they could think of
to calculate a given number (56 for example), and this was
conducted before and after the experiment to determine If there
was an Improvement In the thinking of different ways to express
numbers. Each teacher kept a datly record of the sorts of mental
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mathematics activities they performed with the children, and
wrote down any significant observations about the lessons In this
record. Once a week from both classes, after four weeks of the
program, each child wrote down how they solved two mental
problems. This was undertaken to monitor the sorts of strategies
being employed by the children from each class.

Teachers from

both classes were asked, at the conclusion of the experiment, to
comment upon

the inquiry based mental mathematics package

which was trialled in the 'inquiry based approach to mental
mathematics· class.

3.2
SUBJECTS

The sample for this study was selected from two schools in the
Geraldton region.

As random assignment of classes was not

possible, one class of year four children was selected from each
school and matched on;

the socio-economic background of their

pupils, the experience of the teachers, the size of the classes, and
the use of the new Learning Mathematics Syllabus (Curriculum
Branch, I 989). The classes were randomly assigned the treatment.
one class was the Control group who

maintained their regular

mental mathematics program, and the other was the Experimental
group who engaged in inquiry based mental mathematics.

There was a possibility of sampling bias, however, as both schools,
whi 1st they had a range of children from mixed backgrounds, tended

1

i;
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to draw from a predominantly middle socio-economic level.

3.3
INSTRUMENTS
Due to a shortage of appropriate standardised tests In the area of
mental mathematics for year four primary crlildren, In Western
Australia, It was suggested that a test be designed which would
fulfill this purpose. The test evaluated the basic facts of mental
mathematics

as

out! ined

in

the

new

Western

Australian

Mathematics Syllabus (Curriculum Branch, 1989), for year four
ch11dren. This instrument examined ch11dren·s performance in the
area of number only and word only mental problems. Its content
was consistent with the content of the syllabus.

.. A pilot study was undertaken to determine the reliability of the
instrument. Two forms of the same test (see Appendix A and BJ
were administered over a week to yield a coefficient of stab11ity
and equivalence. There were 10 number only mental questions, and
1o word only mental questions. Each correct answer earned one
mark. The instrument was administered within a time frame of
half an hour. Children were not rushed, but this was deemed
adequate time.

The children were not allowed to use external

devices. When the pilot test was over, the test was used with the
control and experimental groups, in week two of term four as a
pretest,

and then a similar form of the same test (numbers

changed slightly but not the type of question asked, for exa'Tiple,
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25 + 18 was changed to 35 + 18) was adm1n1stered as a posttest 1n
week n1ne of term four.
A L1kert attitude scale (see Appendix Cl was constructed using the
same design used by Jongeling, Tippett and

Vincent C1986) in

their 'attitude to problem solving· scale, but the terms were
changed to 'attitude to mental mathematics'. A pilot study of the
attitude scale was conducted with a class not part of the groups in
the research, to determine its reliablity. The attitude scale was
administered before the treatment period and after the treatment
period. This scale was based on a four-point scale to which the
children were to respond either: Strongly Agree; Agree; Disagree
or Strongly Disagree to all ten items. When the children strongly
disagreed w1th an item they gained a score of 1, however,
negatively worded items were reverse scored.

This process

yeilded results in which the higher the score, the more positive the
attitude.

3.4

PROCEDURE

In week one of term four, 1991, a pilot study was undertaken to
determine the reliability of the mental mathematics test, using
equivalent forms of the test. The two tests were administered over
two consecutive days. Reliability of the test was determined using
the coefficient of stability and equivalence with a randomly

selected class of year four children, who were not part of the
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experiment. The correlation coefficient was 0.87, which Indicated
a very high positive correlation between scores on Form A
compared to Form B (see Table 1J. With this result, scores In the
research can be reliably Interpreted as Indicative of performance,
as the tests consistently measure the same domain.

Table 1.
Means. Standard Deviations and Correlation Coefficient for the
Pilot Group's Performance on Forms

A and B of the Mental

Mathematics Test

Test

Pilot Group

Pearson r
<Correlation Coefficient)

Form A
Mean

so

14.54
4.97

Form B
Mean.

so

14.71
4.70

0.87 (significance at
0.05, df = N-2 =22)

Similarly, the attitude scale was administered to the Pilot Group
to determine Its reliability using the coefficient of stability. The
test was administered twice, once at the beginning of week one,
term four and then at the end of that week It was determined at a
significance level of 0.05, with 22 degrees of freedom (N- 2) that
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the coefficient of stab1lity was 0.63. This level of reliab11ity was
high enough to indicate a significant correlation of results, but not
a high level of correlation.

Results 'lbtained in the research

regarding the attitude scale need to be considered in the light of
the level of correlation of results calculated In the pilot study.

In term four 1991, two classes of year four primary chlldren were
selected for the experiment. The classes were randomly assigned
to be either an Experimental or Control group. The teacher of the
Experimental group was in-serviced on the strategy of inQuiry
based mental mathematics and on the Implementation of key
mental mathematics activities as can be found In Mcintosh et al
( 1991 ).

In the second week of term four, the Experimental and Control
groups were presented with the mental mathematics test and
attitude test, which the teachers administered on day one of week
two, term four.
QualitatiVe measures were collected on this day also, as six
chlldren from each class who correctly answered a sample of four
number only mental mathematics problems In each of the four
operations (addition, subtraction, division and multlpllcatlonl were
Interviewed to
those problems.

det~rmlne

the strategies they employed to solve

The same children were re-lntervlewed at the

conclusion of the experiment, only on problems correctly answered,
to

determine the

strategies they

employed to

solve those

Y.:!J'~"':ji!!,<?.<:gi.!i'!Jljj'if!:ZWHP.""?tJ!i!a,,;;:;•ii't·<yy;•--v,.-.;-,••
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problems.

Each child In each class, In the beginning of the

experiment, was given the opportunity to write down as many ways
that they could think

or to calculate a given number (see Appendix

Dl, (the same number was used with both classes), Within a five
minute time frame, and this same activity was given at the
conclusion

of

the

experiment,

to

Experimental class used a wider range

determine

or

whether

operations.

the

Teachers

were asked to record dally, the sorts of mental mathematics
activities that they undertook with their class. Once a week from
halfway through term four, the teachers

asked the children to

write down In their own words, how they solved two mental
problems.

The teachers precisely recorded what the children's

experiences were, enabling valid conclusions to be drawn regarding
classroom teaching experiences.

The weekly record of the

children's strategies offered an Insight Into the mental processes
that the children employed and served as one strategy to detect If
there was any change or widening or strategies that the children
employed to solve mental problems.

The performance on the basic number facts pretest and posttest
was analysed, scored, recorded and flied.
The experimental design was as shown In figure one, excluding the
various qualitative analyses.

''
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Experimental Design

GROUP

PRETEST

TREATMENT

POSIT EST

Group I

Menta I Maths

Inquiry based

Menta I Maths

N= 24*

Test A

Mental Maths

Test B

Attitude to

Attitude to

Menta I Maths

Menta I Maths

Group 2

Menta I Maths

Traditional

Menta I Maths

N = 24*

Test A

Based Menta 1

Test B

Attitude to

Attitude to

Menta I Maths

Menta I Maths

*Due to absences from one or another of the tests, the original
anticipated group of 30 In each class, was reduced to 24, to reflect
the children who had been present for the entire experiment.
Figure I

The Experimental and control groups each participated In I 0 to 15
minutes of mental mathematics per day for eight weeks.

They

both followed a slm!lar program for the rest of their mathematics
teaching. The treatments were as follows:

lnaulry based mental mathematics:

This method of Instruct ion

followed guldel1nes as outl1ned In Mcintosh et al (1991), in which
the oral discussion of mental strategies employed to solve
problems was a key element of the program. Key formats of the
program focused on active participation by all ch!ldren In the
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mental mathematics activities.

Children

applied their own

strategies to real situations and to situations generated within the
context of

the class.

The

teacher raclll tated children's

development of appropriate and efficient mental mathematics
strategies through; the sharing and where relevant, explaining and
modelling of strategies as they naturally occurred, Improving and
extending the basic facts to Include other facts, and developing
estimation skills.

The lessons were essentially

based around

Investigative questioning such as "How many different and
Interesting ways can you make 48?", "How can you solve 34- 19?",
and "What number am I thinking of?"

Traditional based mental mathematics: This method of Instruction
followed

what

mathematics.

the

teacher

would normally

do In mental

This would often Include a range of activities.

Components of many of the sessions included some drill and
practice of the basic number facts, and the completion of twenty
or so

mental

mathematics problems,

often

from

a given

mathematics texts. At times the teacher wrote some problems for
the children to solve mentally and encouraged the children to
discuss how they solved them.

At the con.:luston of the treatment period, an equivalent form of
the mental mathematics test was administered, and the attitude
scale was re-admfnlstered.

•'
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3.5
METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS

In evaluating the reliability of the mental mathematics test, a
pilot study was conducted. The results of the mental test In the
pilot study were analysed using equivalent-forms reliability to
yield a coefficient of stability and equivalence. In the pilot study,
the attitude test was trialled and analysed using test-retest
reliability to yield a coefficient of stability.

The t test for non independent samples was used to analyse the
posttest scores In mental mathematics and was also used to
analyse the attitude to mental mathematics scale, to determine
whether

there

were

significant

differences

in

children's

performances prior and post to the treatment period.

As part of the qualitative analysis, the interviews in which the
children indicated the strategies they used to solve four basic
number facts were analysed using a Jist of strategies as found In
Mcintosh et al (1991, p.21-22, p.86).

The journals, kept for four

weeks by the children in both classes, explaining how they had
solved two mental problems, were analysed using the same
technique as in the interviews of the children. The range of
calculations generated in response to the question given to all
children from both classes "In hOw many different and Interesting
ways can you make ( a given number)?", was evaluated using an
analysis of calculation types devised by the researcher, In

1

l
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response to the types generated by the children (see Appendix E).

3.6
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

It was not possible to randomly assign classes, and so the
experimental design was quasi experimental. However, the classes
were matched as far as possible in terms of the experience of the
teachers and the nature and number of subjects.

Both teachers

were also matched In terms of their use of the new mathematics
syllabus (Curriculum Branch, 1989).

It is possible that the duration of eight weeks for the treatment
period

was not

long enough to detect

significant

mental

computational skfll and strategy differences, and this may affect
the conclusions from such a study. As the approach of Inquiry based
mental mathematics was new to the teacher, the teacher was also
engaged In learning experiences which may have meant that this
approach wasn't exploited to achieve Its full educational potential.
Any conclusions drawn about the Inquiry approach to mental
mathematics are to be Interpreted from the perspective of this
teacher.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

4.1

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Mental Mathematics
Mental mathematical performance scores for both the Control and
Experimental groups were collected prior and post to the treatment
period.

Two forms of the same test were used to control for the

effect of testing.

Form A was administered as the pretest.

Examination of the means, as well as a t test for non Independent
samples (significance at the .05 level) indicated that the groups
were equivalent in mental mathematical performance at the
beginning of the treatment period (see Table 2l.

'I
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Means. Standard Deviations and t

Test tor the control and

Experimental Groups on the pretest and Posttest scores of the
Mental Mathematics Test

Group
Test

Experimental

Control

.1.

Pretest
Mean

so

15.46

14.92

2.93

3.48

16.58

13.96

2.99

4.88

0.66

a

Posttest
Mean

so
a df

=23

p =.05, b df

= 23

2.35 b

p = .05 Note: Maximum score

=20

As the students were not randomly assigned to the groups, It made
the

t

test for non-Independent samples the appropriate test of

significance. During the second last week of term four, Form B of
the mental mathematical test was administered. The t

test for

non-Independent samples was again used to compare the mental
mathematical performance of the two groups. Results showed that
the means for the two groups differed significantly (see Table 2).
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As this mathematics test was considered one measure

or

mental

mathematical competence, the original hypothesis that "year four
children who participate In Inquiry based Instruction In mental
mathematics

wfll

display

greater

competence

In

mental

mathematics than chfldren who participate ln traditional mental
mathematics" was supported.

Figure 2 shows a graphical comparison of the difference In means
of the mental test scores for the experimental and control groups.
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Attitude toward Mental Mathematics

Attitude

toward

mental

mathematics

was

determined

by

administering the attitude scale (see Appendix C) l)rlor and post to
the treatment period. The t test for non-Independent samples was
used to analyse the attitude scale to determine whether there was
a slgnlfcant difference between the two groups prior and post to
the treatment period (see Table 3).

The results indicated that

there was a significant difference in the results between the
atttitude of the Control and Experimental group toward mental
mathematics, after the treatment period.

At the beginning of the treatment period, there was no significant
difference between
Experimental group.

the

scores

of

the

Control

group

and

This result was interpreted with the

knowledge that the attitude scale demonstrated a correlation
coefficient of 0.63, indicating that variab1lity in resultant scores

may not be exclusively the result of the treatment. On the basis of
the scores obtained, however, the hypothesis "that children who
participate in inquiry based mental mathematics will have a more
positive attitude toward mental mathematics than children who
participate in traditional instruction in mental mathematics"
appears to have been supported.
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Table 3.
Means. Standard Devtattons and t Test or the Expertmental and
Control Groups on the pretest and Posttest or the Attitude Scale

Group
Test

Experimental

Control

.1

Pretest
Mean

so

28.54

25.10

3.61

3.36

32.30

28.10

4.89

6.80

1.413 a

Post test
Mean

so

2.595 a

a df = 23 <number of pairs less one), level of significance= 0.05
Note: Maximum Score = 40

Whilst the difference between the Experimental and Control groups'
scores appears to be similar for the pre and post tests, the
standard deviation for the control group's results for the posttest,
which Is an Indication of the range of their performance, Is what
made the difference significant.

Figure 3 shows the number of

chtldren who scored within a specified range.
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RANGE OF SCORES ON ATTl TUDE: POST TEST

35-40

30-34

25-29

20-24

15-19
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Figure 3.

Strategies

or

Interviewed Children

In the Initial interviews with the stx children from both the
Experimental and Control groups who had performed four selected
calculations correctly, from the mental mathematics pretest, the
strategies that the children had employed were coded and recorded
using a key devised by Mcintosh et a! ( 1991, p.86l.

At the

conclusion of the treatment period, these children were once again
Interviewed on four calculations that they all had successfully
completed. The resultant analysis of the strategies produced the
Information as shown In Table 4.
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Table 4
Number or Changes or Partial Changes in Strategies or Six
Exoerimental and Control Chtldren from the Initial to Final
Interview

PROBLEM
PRE TEST

25

+

18

52-8

13 X 6

42 I 6

POST TEST

35

+

18

42-8

12 X 4

48 I 6

Experimental 2C 3PC*

3C 3PC

2C 2PC

3C 2PC

Control

3C 1PC

4C

2C 3PC

3C 2PC

* c means Change of Strategy, PC means Partial Change of Strategy

On the basis of this analysis of the interviews there appeared to be
no observable significant change of strategies by the Experimental
group of six ch1Jdren contrasted to the Control group of six.
ch11dren. These children were high achievers in both classes
(according to the scores on their mental mathematics tests), and,
from the results of the interviews, were already using a range of
efficient mental strategies prior to the treatment period.

One other area of qualitative analysis was the examination of the
number of ways in which ch1ldren could calculate a given number.
This data was collected prior and post to the treatment period for
both the Experimental and Control groups. This analysis examined
whether the quantity and range of calculations increased in the

---
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Experimental group relative to the Control group. The rtndlngs, as
graphically displayed In figures 4 and 5, show

that the

Experimental group did Indeed produce more and a wider range of
calculations, than the Control group, when asked to think of as
many Interesting and different ways as they could to make a given
number (see Appendix Dl.
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4.2
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The research hypotheses, as stated previously, have been supported
by the data analysis from the mental mathematics test and
attitude scale.

Mental Mathematics Tests
The significant difference between the means of the Experimental
and Control group at the end of the treatment period, would appear
to Indicate that the treatment of Inquiry based mathematics
favoured the development of performance In basic number facts In
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mental mathematics of the Experimental group.

Further analysis

of the problem types (Whether they were word or number> revealed
that the Experimental group Improved In performance In both
problem types, whereas the control group's results lndtcated a
lower performance In both types of problems, wtth a substantially
lower performance tn word problems. Ftgures 6 and 7 tndtcate the
relattve performance of both groups on number and word problems,
from the pretest to the posttest.
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MEAN SCORES ON WORD PROBlEMS
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Inquiry based mental mathematics favoured the verbal explanation
and discussion of problems.

One of the exercises, which

encouraged children in the Experimental group to unlock word
problems, was for the children to think of a real situation to match
a particular number problem and to share it. Another exercise,
undertaken by children in the Experimental group, was to share how
they had solved a particular mental problem, and so share their use
of strategies.

This concentration on the role of language,

considered vital by many educators (Cockcroft, 1982; Mcintosh et
al, 1990; Sowder and Sowder, J 989) In mental mathematics, may
have resulted In the Experimental group's higher performance than
the Control group·s, on word problems.

Exercises typically

performed by the Control group, In their mental mathematics
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sessions, came from books In which largely number only problems
were presented.

The text books presented the children with a

substantial range or problem types, which were not covered by
chlldren In the Experimental group, and so there existed the
posslbllfty that the mental mathematics test didn't capture the
range of other skllls or strategies that the Control group had
developed In their mental mathematics program.

However, the

purpose of this research was to focus essentially on basic number
facts consistent with the year four mathematics syllabus.

In examining the performance of students with different results in
the mental mathematics test, some trends emerged. Grouping the
scores into low, high and middle scores, enabled the comparison of
performance between these groups prior and post to the treatment
period. As there were 24 students in each class, 8 students were
put Into either the low, middle or high groups, according to their
pretest scores. Subsequent performance, as evidenced In figures 8,
9 and 10, shows that children In the Experimental group who had
low or middle scores appeared to have made substantial
Improvements relative to the Control group. Children who scored
the highest scores, appeared less affected by the treatment period,
as little difference was evident In their posttest performance.
Some of the chlldren had scored 20 In their pretest and then scored
20 In their posttest. Results of this kind precluded observations of
Improved performance on the basis of this test.
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MEAN SCORES OF THE EIGHT HIGHEST SCORES
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Attitude Scale
Attitude differences, best shown In Table 3', suggested that
students In the Experimental group had a significantly Improved
attitude toward mental mathematics compared with students in
the Control group.

The range of scores, Illustrated In Figure 3',

Indicated that the Experimental group had more children responding
positively within the higher ranges, than the Control group, which
confirms the spread of scores, evident from the standard deviation.
However, both groups demonstrated a growth In their attitude
toward mental mathematics.

Strategies of Interviewed Children
The six children who were Interviewed, In both the Experimental
and Control groups, revealed a range or efficient strategies, both
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prior and post to the treatment period <see Appendix Fl. The nature
of the strategies used by these ch11dren was slm11ar to that
Identified by Hope and Sherr111 (1987) who Investigated the key
processes performed by competent mental calculators. These six
ch1ldren had scored highly on the mental mathematics tests.

It Is

likely that, as the ch11dren In the Experimental group already had
efficient strategies at their disposal, Interaction with the Inquiry
approach of mental
consolidated
strategies.

mathematics may

their confidence

In

the

have confirmed and
application of

those

The six children In the Control group, who had

developed successful mental strategies may have maintained their
use throughout the treatment period, as some research Indicates
(Carraher and Schllemann, 1985) that competent ch11dren devise
and modify strategies for solving computations regardless of the
learning environment.

Calculations and their Range
After the treatment period, In response to the questions on 'how
many interesting and different ways can you make this number·, the
Experimental

group produced more, and

a wider range of

calculations than the Control group <see Figures 4 and 5). Prior to
the treatment period, both groups produced calculations which
were essentially, two addend addition, basic multiplication and
subtraction.

Following the treatment period, the Control group

produced the same range of calculation types as In the pretest (for
example, 20 • 28

= 48,

50-2

= 48,

I • 1 +I • 45

= 48 and so

onl,

but varied the number of addends In addition problems and so
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created a wider range of addition problems.

The Experimental

group, post to the treatment period, demonstrated a range of
calculation types which incorporated techniques such as the
addition of negative numbers (for example, one student wrote
calculations 11ke; -1

+

49 =48, -2

+

50 = 48, -3

+

51 = 48 and so

on.) One of the students explored patterns such as 0.1 X 20 + 46
=48, o. 1 X 1o

+

47 = 48 and 47

+

112

+

112 = 48. Another child

discovered that if you doubled the divisor and dividend in a division
problem, the answer would remain the same and generated the
following ; 96 I 2 = 48, 192 I 4 = 48 and 384 I 8 = 48. Pattern
development, the confident use of decimals, mixed operations and
fractions, distinguished and typified the exploration of calculation
types generated by many of the children in the Experimental group.
One other feature noted in the Experimental group·s response to the
above situation, was the attempt the children made to try a range
of problem creation techniques, even though some of the children
made calculation errors.

This feature of experimentation is

considered an essential condition in the process of learning
(Cambourne, 1988).

Analysis of Children's Personal Records
During the course of eight weeks the children from each class kept
a record of how they solved some of the basic fact problems given
to them in their mental mathematics program (see Appendix G for
some excerpts).

The different nature of each of the mental

mathematics programs was reflected in the type of mental
problems the children recorded. Due to differences between the
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types of mental problems

the Experimental and Control groups

solved, direct comparisons about strategies and skills were
difficult to draw. However, some patterns emerged from analyses
of the strategies ch1ldren employed to solve those problems. Both
groups solved a subtraction problem (the Experimental group had
50 - 24 and the Control group had 30c-( I Oc

+

9c

+

7c) J. The latter

demonstrated a preference for counting back as a strategy In
solving their problem, which was efficient for this type of number
problem. However, ten out of the eleven children In the Control
group who made errors, made simple calculation mistakes,
resulting In the Incorrect answer.

Within the Experimental group,

five out or the seven ch1ldren who obtained an Incorrect answer,
did so by applying the written algorithm for subtraction. The rest
of the children In the Experimental group solved the problem by
successfully applying the strategy of using a known double fact
(for example, most of the children rationalised how they solved the
problem like this; 'I know that 25 and 25 make 50 so 50- 24 Is like
50- 25 but the answer is one more').

Two consistent outcomes resulted from close analysis of the
strategies the ch11dren recorded In their notes. The first outcome
was that in the majority of instances where children solved a
problem using a mental form of the written algorithm, most
obtained an Incorrect answer (II out of 17 Instances). This result
appears consistent with research undertaken by Carraher and
Schllemann ( 1985) who also round that more than half of the
children who used

school taught algorithms In solving mental
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problems obtained a wrong answer ( 1985, p,40).

The second

outcome was that the children In the Control group tended to make
more errors

or a computational nature (for example would add

1oc

• 9c • 7c to be 27c or 25cl, than children In the Experimental group
and dfd not appear to recognise whether their answer was
reasonable or not.

Chfldren fn the Experimental group produced

answers whfch were generally more reasonab I e.
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CHAPTER V
CONClUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Quantitative and qualitative analyses, used together, enabled the
collection of a wider source of data on the effect of inquiry based
mental mathematics.

on the basis of statistical significance, the treatment of inquiry
based mental mathematics appears to have resulted in the
Experimental group achieving a higher level of performance In
mental mathematics, as evidenced by the results of the pre and
post tests. This supports the hypothesis "that year four children
who

participate

mathematics

will

in

inquiry
display

based

Instruction

in

mental

greater

competence

in

mental

mathematics than children who participate In traditional mental
mathematics:· This has also been supported by similar research
undertaken by Thornton and Smith ( 1988) whO also found that a
strategies approach to mathematics out-performed a trad1tional
approach, in a year long study of year one children.
The greatest improvement in performance of children was with
children who obtained middle and low scores in the pretest. It may
be that the more able children already possessed a range of
strategies Cas evidenced In the Interviews with six competent

-----··-·--·--·- _____ , __
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mental calculators) and the Inquiry approach simply confirmed and
reinforced their use or those strategies.

This could also have

explained why, In Interviewing those children, no change of
strategy was apparent.

For children In the Control group, it is

likely that those skilled mental calculators devised and used the
most efficient strategy for their problems, regardless of the
environment. Carraher et al ( 1987) confirmed this with their study
of a range of third grade Brazilian children and similar results
were found by Hope and Sherrill (1987) In their study of skilled and
unskilled mental calculators.

Results of the attitude scale tended to support the hypothesis "that
children who participate In Inquiry based mental mathematics will
have a more positive attitude toward mental mathematics than
children who participate In traditional Instruction in mental
mathematics". A positive enthusiasm and a desire to participate
actively In all mental mathematics lessons was reported as being
the common attitude of children, as felt by the teacher of the
Experimental group.

Attitude scales, by their very nature, are

difficult to verify as being truly representative, for children
respond differently on different days according to a range of
factors.

Some of these factors which can Interfere with the

validity of the attitude scale are; how the child feels about the
teacher, hOw the child perceives the teacher wants her to complete
the scale, whether the child Is anxious to please the teacher and so
on. A more satisfactory evaluation of attitude could have been to
ask the children to write about hOw they felt about the program,

----

''
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and ideally, to talk about how they felt about the program In an
Interview situation. In terms of time economy, this option was not
practical nor would It be for a classroom teacher. Attitude scales
offer a general snapshot of the class, and a teacher's observations
provide the 1ntu1t1ve awareness of 1nd1V1dual attitudes within the
class. The attitude scale, 11m1t1ng and brief thOugh It was, served
this function. Teacher observations completed the picture.
In response to research question three, the qualitative analysis of
strategies employed by six children prior and post to the treatment
period, did not reflect any great change of strategies, in neither
the Experimental nor Control group. As mentioned earlier, these
chldren were quite competent In mental mathematics and had
already developed a repertoire of strategies. 1t might have been
more fruitful to Interview all of the children from both groups on
those same four questions to detect, more accurately, any change
In strategies. In subsequent research In this area, this would be
advisable. This technique would not be practical for teachers.
However,

having the

children

write

their

own

strategies

themselves would be practical.
Children from the Experimental group who responded to the
activity ·1n how many Interesting and different ways can you make
this number?' produced a wide range of calculation types in the
post treatment period.

Their range of calculations contrasted

s1gn1fcantly to the responses given by the Control group to the
same problem. It Is likely that the chlldren from the Experimental

r
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group, who had as one

or their key actiVIties "Today's number Is ..

." (Mcintosh et al 1990, p.14), were at an advantage, as that
activity asked ch11dren to do the same thing. That the ch11dren
could apply this technique on their own and use new knowledge to
stretch their range of sum types (for example, the use of decimals)
may be viewed as an indication of the success of inquiry based
mental mathematics in fostering confidence to try different
calculation types.

Finally, the analysis of journal entries provided a vital insight into
the thought processes and adherence to techniques which children
displayed.

It had the potential to act as an indication of each

student's level of development, and of revealing weaknesses and
strengths in their thinking strategies. For example, in the Control
group, when asked to explain how they had completed the problem 7
X 400, many of the children wrote 'I looked at the times table
charts to see what 7 X 4 was and then added 2 zeroes: This may
provide the teacher with information about students which they
can then use to guide their teaching program.

Similarly, in the

Experimental group, some children who had obviously heard and
seen other children try compensation or rounding as a strategy, had
inappropriately and incorrectly applied it.

For example, for the

problem 45- 16, these children wrote; 'I rounded the 16 off to 20
and 45 off to 40 then 1 took from the answer, 45 - 16 = 39', 'You
round the 45 to 40 then you round tile 16 to 20 then take 4 then you
add 5 and that= 21, 45- 16 =21', and· I made the 16,20 and the
45, 40 then 1 took 20 from 40 then added 19 which gave me 39, 45
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- 16 = 39'. These examples, rather than just giving the numeric
answer, equip the teacher with Information about those students
which can then lead to effective re-teaching and overt teaching of
particular strategies to overcome this sort of confusion. Asking
children to regularly report on how they solve examples of the four
operations would build up a developmental profile of children. From
this, the teacher could monitor the progress of his or her class, and
selectively Intervene at appropriate stages of development. This
would become a relatively

simple and effective recording

technique.

The success of Inquiry based mental mathematics hinges on the
teacher's commitment to a process approach to learning and a
belief in the value of discussion.

The statistical results and

qualitative interpretations made, may indicate to teachers that the
gains to be had from adopting this approach to mental mathematics
can outweigh thOse of maintaining a predominantly text book
approach. That these gains

may be made In both the cognitive and

affective domains should appeal to any educator.

It should be

recognised that a traditional test offers only one face of the
performance and strategy development of Individuals.

Journal

entries, and responses to questions on 'how did you do It' offer
teachers wider sources of Information and reflect the development
of Individuals more precisely. This Is particularly relevant In an
age where monitoring progress Is a key element In the process of
acccountabll lty.
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APPENDICES A, B, C, D, E, F AND G

MENTAL MATHEMATICS TEST FORM A

MENTAL MATHEMATICS TEST FORM B

ATTITUDE TOWARDS MENTAL MATHEMATICS

MAKE A Gl VEN NUMBER - PRETEST

MAKE A GIVEN NUMBER- POSHEST

ANALYSIS OF CALCULATION TYPES

EXAMPLES FROM CHILDREN'S INTERVIEWS

EXCERPTS FROM CHILDREN'S JOURNALS

APPENDIX A MENTAL MATHEMATICS JEST FORM A
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ __
SET I

Please help me by doing these problems. This Is not for marks so
don't worry If you cannot do some of them. 1 want you to do each
problem in your head. so write down the answer only. There are
ten problems.

1.

25+14=

2.

25 + 18 =

3.

47- 43 =

4.

52- 8 =

5.

50-6 =

6.

12 X 3 =

7.

13 X 6 =

8.

42

~

6 =

9.

190 ;. 10=

10.

56~

8 =

''

----------··-------

·----~- ----~·-~--~·--'---~------ ····------~---·-·

APPENDIX A MENIAL MATHEMATICS TEST FORM A
SET 2

1. Jake and his mum baked 25 Anzac biscuits. Jake's Grandma
baked 12 Anzac biscuits.
How many Anzac biscuits Is this
a1together?

2.
The schOol had 37 chairs for the parents to sit on. 9 of the
chairs were taken away to be fixed. How many chairs were left?

3.
120 school children were going by bus to visit the museum.
Each bus only held 30 children. How many buses did the school
need?

4.

My birthday comes In 28 days. How many weeks Is that?

5.
The schoo I canteen bought 3 cartons of eggs. Each carton
held 12 eggs. How many eggs Is that?

6.
1 counted the legs of all of our goats and found that there
were 36 legs. How many goats do we have?

7.
At Christmas I had a set of 38 new textas. Now I only have 19
textas. How many have I lost?

8.
At the food stall, Samantha had 40 toffees to sell.
sold 37 toffees. How many toffees did she have left?

She

9.
1have read 44 pages of my book. 1 have 26 pages more to read.
How many pages are In my book altogether?
10. Chocolate frogs cost 26 cents each. Jenny bought 2 chOcolate
frogs. How much did she spend?

·-·--·- --

-
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APPENDIX B MENTAL MATHEMATICS TEST FORM B
NAME::_ _ _ _ _ __
SET I
Please help me by doing these problems. This is not for marks so
don't worry if you cannot do some of them. I want you to do each
problem in your head. so write down the answer only. There are
ten problems.

I.

35+14=

2.

35 + 18 =

3.

58- 53=

4.

42-8=

5.

40-6 =

6.

12 X 4 =

7.

13

X

8.

48

+6

9.

7 =

=

170 ;. I 0=

10. 48

~

8 =

--

APPENDIX B MENTAL MATHEMATICS TEST FORM B
SET 2
I. Jake and his mum baked 15 Anzac biscuits. Jake's Grandma
baked 22 Anzac biscuits. How many did they have altogether?

2.
The school had 27 chairs for the parents to sit on. 9 of the
chairs were taken away to be fixed. How many chairs were left
for the parents to sit on?

3.
120 school children were going by bus to visit the museum.
Each bus only held 40 children. How many buses did the school
need?
4.

My birthday comes in 35 days. How many weeks is that?

5.
The schoo 1 canteen bought 4 cartons of eggs. Each carton
hOlds 12 eggs. How many eggs Is that?

6.
I counted the legs of all of our goats and found that there
were 32 legs. How many goats do we have?

7.
At Christmas I had a set of 28 new textas. Now I only have 9
textas. How many have 1 lost?

8.
At the food stall, Samantha had 50 toffees to sell.
sold 47 toffees. How many toffees did she have left?

She

9.
I have read 34 pages of my book. I have 26 pages more to read.
How many pages are In my book altogether?

10. Chocolate frogs cost 36 cents each. Jenny bought 2 chocolate
frogs. How much did she spend?

APPENDIX C

ATTITUDE TOWARDS MENIAL MATHEMATICS
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ _ __
TEACHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
On the following pages are a number of statements about mental
mathematics. The statements below wm give us your feeHngs
about these mental mathematics activities. When you answer each
question think about your experiences In mental mathematics and
place a tick in one of the boxes on the right hand side of the page.
There are no right or wrong answers.
You are asked to give the answers that show how you feel when
doing mental mathematics activities.
Now, let's do a practice question.

AGREE

SLIGHTLY SLIGHTLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE
AGREE

The best subject at school is mathS.

If you are not sure what to do, ask your teacher. Remember, only
tick the box which shows how you feel.

AGREE

1. I like mental mathematics.

2. I don't feel sure of myself when
I do mental mathematics.

3. People whO can't do mental
mathematics will not get on In the
world.
4. Mental mathematics Is boring.
5. A lot of the menta I mathemat lcs I
do is a waste of time.
6. I find mental mathematics easy.

7. I am disappointed when we don't
do mental mathematics.

8. I don't like mental mathematics
lessons.

9. I worry when I can't solve a
mental mathematics problem.

10. When we are doing mental
mathematics I wish I could do
something else.

SLIGHTLY
AGREE

SLIGHTLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

-------~-

---

APPENDIX D PRE-TEST
NAME: _ _ _ _ _ __
SET 3

1 want you to think of as many lnterestlna and different ways to
make this number, as you can. For example, one way could be 20 +
16 = 3'6.

APPENDIX D POST-TEST
NAME:_ _ _ _ _ __

SELl
I want you to think of as many Interesting and dlfferent ways to
make this number, as you can. For example, one way could be 20 +
28 = 48.

APPENDIX E
ANALYSIS OF CALCULATION TYPES GIVEN IN RESPONSE TO
THE EXAMPLES IN SET 3
Each student was scored according to the number of calculations
they generated, so a student who created 17 calculations was
given a score of 17.
The calculations were analysed using this code:

A =An addition calculation with two addends.

S

= A subtraction calculation with one subtrahend and one

minuend.
M =A multiplication calculation with two multipliers.

0 =A division calculation with one dividend and one divisor.
A3 =An addition calculation with three addends.

S3 =A subtraction calculation with two subtrahends.
M3 =A multiplication calculation with three multipliers.

03 =A dlvlson calculation with two divisors (for example, (962)

-I= 48).

Others = A calculation In which more than three numbers were
used with only one operation (for example, 3 X 2 X 2 X 4 =48, or 10
+ II + 12 + 15 = 48). Or calculations which did not fit any other
category, for example the use of negative numbers.

Comments

went under this category to specify the nature of these particular
calculations, that Is whether they Involved negative numbers, for
example, or whether they were calculations with one operation but
more than four numbers (for example, many children wrote
calculations like this; I + I+ 1+ I +I + 1 + I + 1 + 40 = 48).

Two/Three Operations Mixed = Calc.'s with 2 or 3 operations.

APPENDIX F
RESPONSES FROM PRE-TEST INTERVIEWS TO 13 X 6

1 started off 18, that was 3 X 6, then I had 1o left. 1 did 1oX 6 and
3 X 6 WhiCh IS 78.

I knew 6 X 12 = 72 and then 72 add another 6 and that was 78.

Well I just went I 0 lots of 6 equals 60, then I went 60 + 6 = 66,
then 1 added another 6 equals 72, then 1 added another 6, that
equalled 78.

I knew that 1o X 6 equals 60 and another 3 X 8 equals 18, I added

60 and 18 to make 78.

I went through my 6 times table unt11 I reached 12 X 6, and then I
added on 6 more with my fingers.

1 did 1 1 X 6 which Is 66, 1 added on another 6 to take It up to 72,
and then 1 added another 6, and that came to 13 X 6 = 78.

I knew 12 X 6 =72 and then I just added another 6 on and I knew 2 +

6 =8, so It would be 78.

So 1 knew 12 X 6 Is 72, so 1 added on 6 more, 1 already knew 72 + 6
Is 78.

APPENDIX F
RESPONSES FROM POST-TEST INTERVIEWS TO 35 + 18
I rounded 35 to 30, and then took 5 and added that to 8 which
makes 13, then 3 + I + I = 5, so 53.

I added the 8 and 5 and that equalled 13 then I added the ten onto
thirty that equalled 40, so then I added another ten that was 50,
and then the 3, 53.

I know that 35 add I 0 is 45 and then I just added the 8 onto it, I
added 4 and then another 4 to get 53.

I added 8 and 5 and It equals 3, and I put the one Inside my head,
and then 1 added 3 and that gave me 4 and then 1 added the other
one, it gave me 53.

I took 8 away from 18, and 1 added the ten to 35, which made 45,
and then I added the 8. I counted on from 45.

I got 30 add 10, that's 40, then I got 8 and added on 5 which gave
me 13, I added on the I 0 to 40, which gave me 50 then 1 added on 3.

I took 5 away went back to 30, added on 18 so It went to 48, and I
just added 5 on, and then It equalled 53.

I knew that 18
equalled 53.

+

5 = 23, and then 1 just added the 30 to It and It

APPENDIX G
EXCERPTS FROM THE EXPERIMENTAl GROUP'S JOURNALS
50 - 24

=

26 I thought of 50 and 1 rounded the 50 to I 00 and

then 1 took 24 and then 1 took 50 off.

I took 20 from 50 and I got 30 and I took 4 from 30 and 1got 26.

50- 24 = 36 Well I said four take 0 you can't do so 1 borrowed
from the tens and then I said I 0 take 4 Is 6 and 5 take 2 Is 3 then
I put them together.

I knew that 25 and 25 was

so so It was one more and 1 got 26.

9X6=54 (Childwrote9X6=51J, lknowthat7X6=42add 14.

I counted on my six times tables.

I said that the 9 was I 0 and I 0 X 6 = 60 then 1 took off 6 which
gave me 54.

One child simply wrote: 9 X 6 =54 60- 6 =54.

I used my times skills again.

I know that 6 X 9 = 54 and 1 turned It around.

9 X 6 = 54

I oX 6 = 60- 6 =54 So the answer Is 54.

APPENDIX G
EXCERPTS FROM THE CONTROL GROUP'S JOURNALS
JOe - (I Oc + 9C + 7c) = 4C

36c. I worked out the sum In the brackets then I took away and
that equalled thirty-six.

4c.

1

added the numbers In the brackets and got twenty-six. Then

I

took twenty-six away from thirty, counted backwards and got four.

4c. 1 added up ten, nine and seven and I got 26 so I counted forward

from twenty-six to thirty and there was four cents.

36.

First

1

counted up the numbers in the brackets then

I

took

thirty.

400 X 7

=

2800

2800. First

I

wrote four hundred then

I

wrote seven then

1 divided

It up.

2800. I looked at the tables chart and added two zeroes.

2800. I worked out what four sevens were and then I added two
zeroes.

2800. Well, first 1 said zero sevens are zero twice, then I said
four sevens are twenty eight. That's how 1got my answer.

